GETTING AHEAD OF THE
GAME - COMMUNICATIONS
TIPS AND TRICKS FOR
INDIE GAME DEVS
GREETINGS ESTEEMED GAME DEVS
As you’re no doubt aware, the video game market is extremely
crowded these days. Last year alone 9,300 games were released
on Steam and that number just keeps growing. Even Nintendo, a
company that was once famously stodgy for what it accepts on its
family friendly consoles, now allows for self-publishing and its eShop
has grown to over 3,000 titles in three years. It’s getting harder and
harder to stand out in a crowd, but as a communications and PR
agency, it’s our job to get all manner of media - be it journalists, video
content creators, or streamers - to see what makes your game special
and shine their spotlight on it. That’s easier said than done, of course,
but that’s what we do. The good news is that there’s more people
covering games than ever, with the advent of YouTube, streamers, and
podcasts, so the potential to find your player base is still there, if you
can cut through the noise. Every game has an audience, and it’s just
a matter of finding out who they are and reaching them. So without
further ado, here’s a few basic tips and tricks to get the ball rolling.
To find out how Plan of Attack can help your game, brand
or platform contact chris@planofattack.biz,
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YOUR UNIQUE SELLING
POINTS BETTER BE UNIQUE!
It’s important to consider your unique selling points. In other words, what
makes your game different from other, similar games on the market?
A cutesy 3D platformer may have solid graphics and mechanics, but if
there isn’t a strong hook it’s going to be harder to make it stand apart. That
doesn’t mean that every game needs one central gimmick. A game like
Ori and the Blind Forest can make waves through an extremely polished
execution of the fundamentals, but it’s a tougher sell. Comparatively,
something like Untitled Goose Game makes its unique identity very clear
from the get go. Your hook should be something that can be boiled down to
a trailer, a headline, and a paragraph of text. You can have all the features
in the world, but that won’t make a difference in a world where robust
titles like Fortnite and Warframe are free to play. It’s more important
to be unique than robust, so don’t be afraid to swing for the fences. For
example, the puzzle platformer Helheim Hassle focuses on dismembering
the postmortem main character, so we advertised it as a “body
desecrating puzzle platformer”. How many games can you say that about?

THE IMPORTANCE OF
A QUALITY TRAILER
We mentioned trailers earlier, and those are extremely important.
Games are a largely visual medium, and it’s important to convey the ideas,
mood, and theme of your game in a bite-sized video. If you’re making
an action-adventure title like Warhammer: Vermintide, you may want to
focus on the variety of environments. If it’s a combat-focused game like
Super Crush KO , you’ll want to show a variety of enemy types and battle
mechanics. If your game is centered around a unique gameplay hook,
you’ll want to make sure that’s front and center. Something like
What Remains of Edith Finch might sound impossible to convey in a
trailer, as it’s a narrative-based game centered around an anthology
of vignettes, so its trailer relied on its breadth of variety, capturing one’s
imagination through a potpourri of evocative imagery and narration.
Beyond teasing a game, trailers can also function as mini-walkthroughs
offering a breakdown of a title’s feature set. CounterSpy’s creative
director David Nottinghams did this in a launch video, educating
prospective players on the tips of how best to play the game well.

KEEP YOUR PRESS
RELEASES FOCUSED AND
TONALLY ON BRAND
While a trailer provides a nice snapshot of what a game entails, it needs
to be coupled with a good press release to expand upon its core concept.
Our writers - some of whom are former journalists - understand what’s
engaging about a game. Simply listing features (like the number of
levels, weapons, bosses, etc) isn’t compelling on its own - though it can
be welcome info to include. What’s more important is that the core idea,
the spark that separates your game from everything else, comes across.
For example, a game like Helheim Hassle is on the surface a puzzle
platformer about dismembering your undead corpse, so we described
it in our headline as “body desecrating puzzle-platformer.” It’s funny
and eye-catching. Elsewhere, we promoted the Norwegian arcade game
Terror Squid, which we described as a “score-attack synth nightmare”,
which we found conveyed its 80s aesthetic and Lovecraftian horror
undertones. You can understand from that line what the game’s tone and
genre are. That will grab people’s attention as a headline, while the body
copy goes into more detail about the game’s actual mechanics and lore.
Every press release comes with a quote or two by the developer
and / or publisher, so this is another place to express your
personality to the masses. Don’t be afraid to be funny, or
passionate. As long as you’re excited about your own product
(and hopefully you are!) that will come across in the copy.

CLEAN UP YOUR SHOP!
While press releases and video content can grab the attention of the
media, it’s also important to have a quality store page on whichever
digital platforms you’re coming to (i.e. Steam, the Nintendo eShop,
PSN, etc). This is where consumers will often go first when they just
want to get the gist of what a game is about (as well as how much it
costs). It’s okay for this to recycle some of the same language as your
press releases, so long as the copy is quick, clean, and to the point.
Coupled with quality assets, this presentation is key in ensuring your
product makes a good first impression to anyone browsing. Furthermore,
you can include a demo, which can be useful in the buildup to launch,
as these are likely to increase your Wishlist figures - something that
every dev uses as a benchmark to calculate their prospective sales.

DON’T GET DISCOURAGED.
KEEP PUSHING!
In terms of media outreach, persistence is key. While you don’t want
to be too spammy, it’s important to remain vigilant as editors and
streamers are inundated with emails and will likely only skim their
inbox every day. Sometimes a perfectly good pitch will still fall on deaf
ears because the person you’re trying to reach is too busy, on holiday,
or out sick. As such, you’ll want to send a follow-up email or two, just
to make sure your message didn’t get lost in the shuffle. That said,
if you’re still not getting any traction, it’s best to just let this one go
and wait for the next PR beat, possibly taking a different approach.
If one type of messaging seems to be falling flat, go for another angle
next time. Maybe your first announcement was centered around the
gameplay, so your next should focus on the story. It’s important to
spread your PR beats out so that you have a multi-pronged approach.

TIME IS ON YOUR SIDE.
OR AT LEAST IT CAN BE
Timing is also key. If you send an announcement out when a blockbuster
game was just released (or its review embargo just lifted) that’s going
to hurt your traction, since stories about that will take up too much
bandwidth for journalists and content creators. You’ll want to avoid
major releases and events, because that’s when media people are at their
busiest. Your game could be absolutely amazing, but if it comes out in
October and is sandwiched between the next Call of Duty, Assassin’s
Creed, and Battlefield, it’s going to be very hard for anyone to have time
to cover your game, as the bulk of their audience is going to be tuning in
for the AAA behemoths that are gobbling up the zeitgeist at the moment.

WHO DOES
YOUR GAME APPEAL TO?
It’s also important to know your audience. A game with a narrower
appeal could end up wildly successful if it’s catered to the right
audience. Something like Human Fall Flat, a zany physics-based
platformer, may not cater to the Call of Duty crowd, but it was a
runaway success with streamers, as its physical comedy was a hoot
to watch. There are plenty of streamers and smaller sites who pride
themselves on snatching content that isn’t represented elsewhere,
who would gladly carve a name for themselves picking up on the next
indie success like Shovel Knight or Death Road to Canada. The timeconsuming part is researching who to talk to and how to approach
them about it. It’s tough to compete with AAA blockbusters, so
it’s a better idea to find a smaller, more dedicated following.

SHOW YOUR GAME AT EVENTS!
Some games just beg to be played, so to build up some hands-on hype,
it’s always a good idea to attend some conventions. We understand that
booth space can be expensive, but there are ways of mitigating this, such as
applying to be part of the Indie Megabooth or MIX event. These are great for
courting foot traffic as media folk wander the halls seeing what looks good.
Alternatively, if your budget is too tight, it’s totally fine to just go
rogue and book appointments with media offsite. If you’re showing off
multiple titles and can afford it, renting a nearby hotel suite is ideal.
But the scrappy meetings at nearby coffee shops, hotel lobbies, or
food courts have their charms too. For one, they’re more private and
inherently feel exclusive. This isn’t the best strategy for every game
though. For example, a competitive title pretty much demands a crowd
to hoot and holler and over the hilarious commotion, but all a more
contemplative affair needs is a laptop and a nice pair of headphones.

CAN’T TRAVEL?
SET UP REMOTE EVENTS
With the global Coronavirus pandemic causing some drastic changes
to how many companies are doing business and how the majority of
key conferences and conventions are operating, Plan of Attack is
working with media and developers to work around this. Preview builds
can be sent to media and influencers, while we organise Skype and
email interviews for any questions they may have with developers.
For hands-off demos, we can organise private, invite-only YouTube
Live streams between developers and media, offering text and voice
chat via companion apps. Previews can be embargoed, with extended
embargo times to accommodate the time it will take to organise all
of this. Working as a remote company, in a largely digital medium,
we are ready and willing to do everything possible to facilitate
remote showcases while key preview events are not happening.

STAY FRIENDLY AND
APPROACHABLE
Another thing to consider is that when you’re promoting a game,
you’re also promoting yourself. It’s easy for the average gamer
to turn a blind eye to the developers behind the creation process,
so it’s important to establish a rapport with your audience. So be
friendly, humble, and transparent about your design approach.
Discuss some of the design decisions and challenges along the way.
Tell interesting anecdotes about how the game changed throughout
development. Game development is a journey, with ideas radically
shifting from their initial conception to the title’s final launch, and
players want to be taken along that pilgrimage. Games aren’t created
in a vacuum, so being open and honest about your development
process is a nice way to forge a connection to your community.

PR isn’t an easy job in these harshly competitive times, but it is a
necessary step to connect our labors of love with the audience you’re
making it for. There’s never any guarantees in this business, but head
our advice and you’ll find a far more engaged audience who will be
more than willing to support you on your game development journey.

Learn more about how we can help at www.planofattack.biz,
follow us on Twitter @planofattackbiz or email chris@planofattack.biz

